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PART 7
THE HIGH-WATER MARK
INTRODUCTION
From 1977, my capacity to discern the times of judgment improved in a variety of ways. It was
clearly seen that prayer was a key factor to overturning judgment. When enough prayer was stirred
up, a judgment could be either canceled or greatly lessened. I learned that a big part of my call in
this respect was to find enough praying Christians whereby projected judgments be overturned,
prevented, contained, or lessened.
It was evident that when a prophet is successful, the very thing that has been prophesied is
canceled!
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Rightly projecting the time of a judgment earned a prophet hostility and also irritated the listener.
But, overturning a judgment through repentance and prayer earned the same prophet a heap of
disdain and abuse.
In the present-day Church, a prophet faced a NO-WIN situation in this regard. Quiet hostility if
you’re right and open hostility if you’re wrong: NO-WIN! This view, however, is an assessment of
the Church attitude towards Jesus’ prophets. For the prophet of Jesus, this is not an issue as obedience
to Jesus’ Call and Commission is what it is all about.
Early on, Jesus taught me to give up any notion of desiring RESPECTABILITY in the Church the way
it is. RESPECTABILITY in the Church usually meant disobedience or faithlessness to Jesus.

THE HIGH-WATER MARK
The HIGH-WATER MARK in projecting a judgment came in 1985, when I projected for a second
hurricane to hit the Gulf Coast in October 1985 (this turned out to be Hurricane Juan). That hurricane
came at the time projected and did significant damage killing well over 100 people. Based on a Word
Jesus gave me, I knew to expect a volcanic eruption to happen on November 13, 1985—an eruption that
would take 25,000 lives. Where? Somewhere in the Americas, but the exact location was not known.
This was published well before the event.
On November 13, 1985 a Colombian volcano (South America) erupted and took the lives of 25,000.
How did I know the exact death toll? I was given, at that time, to know the Church decision concerning
Jesus’ Word and the effect that rejection would have in the loss of life. It had come to the place that we
could literally calculate the effect of on-going prayer-intercession for mercy (60,000 lives spared) and
the effect of prayerlessness (25,000 perish).

A “UNIQUE” SITUATION
UNIQUELY, a Jewish journalist in Israel who had received a copy of our bulletin stating what would
happen on November 13, 1985 (a volcanic eruption in America that would take 25,000 lives) openly
mocked me as a charlatan was stunned into speechlessness when he saw the reports come across the
API news of the volcanic eruption in Columbia, South America that wiped out the city of Armento and
killed 25,000 on November 13, 1985.
I said “UNIQUELY” above for this reason: the Church is generally hostile and openly rebellious to the
fulfillment of Jesus’ Word and will ignore, even deny, the evident truth. Here a Jew (a non-Christian)
very clearly had the capacity to recognize that Jesus’ Word came to pass and that His prophet revealed
it before it happened.
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